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Last week, to coincide with Remembrance Week, the HLF Wales team held an event at the
Senedd in Cardiff, showcasing projects funded by HLF in Wales.

Thanks to National Lottery funding, thousands of young people and communities throughout Wales
have already been involved in activities marking the Centenary such as: researching and recording
local heritage; conserving and finding out more about war memorials; and using digital technology
to share the fascinating stories they uncover.

Projects showcasing their achievements on the day included Coedpoeth Community Council and
Montgomery Town Council who showed how they had restored memorials to the fallen of the First
World War in their areas while researching the often untold histories of the names on the
memorials.

We also heard from young people from Menai Bridge, Blaenau Gwent and Torfaen about how their
involvement in Lottery supported projects had helped their understanding of the impact of the First
World War and helped them to share the stories they uncovered with more people. A group of
young people working with Head for Arts, a community arts organisation, created an animation to
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tell the story of a young soldier writing home to his family which was shown at the event.

A number of projects were also uncovering different perspectives of the First World War such as
the role of women in Wales, or the British story in Egypt and Palestine. A project being delivered by
the Wales Centre for International Affairs also explained their focus on the impact the First World
War had on the search for peace in the century that has followed.

The event showcased just a handful of 79 First World War Centenary projects taking place across
Wales, thanks to more than £5million of investment from HLF and we have now made an additional
£4m available in 2015/16 for communities looking to explore, conserve and share local heritage of
the First World War. 

Do you have a project in mind?

Funding is available throughout the Centenary. If you have a project idea, visit our Understanding
the First World War feature and get in touch. We want to hear from you.

Efallai y bydd gennych chi ddiddordeb hefyd mewn ...
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The Coedpoeth War Memorial Park gates have been restored

Projects

Gateway To Our Heritage - Mynedfa i'n Treftadaeth -
Coedpoeth War Memorial Centenary Project

Led by Coedpoeth Community Council, this project was designed to discover more about the
names listed on Coedpoeth War Memorial and restore the War Memorial Park gates.

29/08/2014
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Montgomery First World War monument

Projects

Research into the fallen: restoring a war monument and
creating a memorial garden

Montgomery Town Council restored an existing First World War memorial, created a small
memorial garden and researched the names of those fallen in the war, gathering stories to create a
leaflet and exhibition.

29/01/2014
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1st Menai Bridge Scout Group finding out about the scout leaders who went to fight in the First
World War.

Projects

The Snowdonia and Anglesey Scouts and the First World
War

1st Menai Bridge Scout Group are running a two-year project in commemoration of the 100th
anniversary of the closure of several local scout groups as their leaders and many scouts went to
fight in the First World War.

26/06/2015
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